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Abstract

The possibility of se~r-focusing of
particles in cyclic accelerators 1s shown.
The energy at which self-focusing effects
occur is found for some special cases.

1 • Introduction

We consider the influence of space
charge of accelerating particles on the
betatron osci~lation frequencies in cyclic
accelerators'); 'fne possibility of the
self-rocusing of beam during its motion in
a cyclic accelerator is discussed.

2. Derivation of basic relations

The curvature of the vacuum chamber
is neglected. It is assumed that the beam
is a cylinder of infinite length. If the
magnet gap, vacuum chamber and beam have a
gener~l symmetry axis of second order, then
the components of electric and magnetic
fields inside the beam to a first approxi
mation have the form

Ex = 2~(1 - £)x, Hx z

Ez = 21i.,f{1 + £ )z, Hz z

where the coordinates X and Z are with res
pect to the axis of the beam in the hori
zontal and vertical directions respectivelY;
p is the charge density; constants c

iind 0 depend on the form of the magnet gap,
walls of vacuum chamber and form of the
beam;.fi :I: If/c , 11 is the velocity of par
ticles. Asymmetry gives rise to the insig
nificant constant component in (1).

It follows from Maxwell's equations
and the symmetry conditions that for.? ~ 0,

1 ~>o, l JEz>O, 1 dHx> 0, 1~Hz < 0,
j ax f dZ .f dZ f dX
d!E +d~ :I: 471p, ~§x _ ~!iz z: 47i8p •
Jx Jz J az ax /~

There:t'ore, the magni"tudes E and 6 must
satisfy the conditions - 1 oS' E. :S 1,
-1.'1:S S' ~ 1 • Note that e is equal to

o :for a beam in the free space; in the
genera). case c 1s not equal to 0' • The

force caused by seLf-field has componen~s

b)j32}x,
(2)

Fz .. 27ij>e [<1 +c)1 z - (1 + '0)/>:7 z,

where e is the electron charge; the coef
ficient ~ is the fraction of beam neutra
lized. tt fo~ows from equation (2) that
focusing in one direction and defocusing
in the other are possible (for example
,c z 1, cr.::: - 1, _B ':::! 1) when neutralization
fa absent t tJ =1)'. The self-:field of the
beam leads t"o a change of the index of the
magnetic field (n) that is equal to the
change of the betatron oscillation frequen
cy. This change is found from the equation
of motion of particles in a magnetic field
in the presence of the self-field of a beam.
Thus, change of index of magnetic field may
be presented in the form

where R is the radius of the accelerqtor;
m is electron mass, ~ = (1 _JS2)- 1/2.

If the influence of beam cnarge on particle
motion in the straight section is neglected,
then the chapge of the betatron oscillation
frequency A)J is found with the help of dia
gram YCn) for the accelerator. The neutra
lization of beam by ions may give rise to
increasing of change of the betatron oscil
lation frequency when this-change is posi
tive in the absence of ions.

3. Examples

Let us consider the following examples.
Conductive walls of vacuum chamber and the
surface of magnet poles are parallel and
have infinite exten~ in the horizontal
plane, the magnetic penetration of iron is
infinite, the beam is unbunched and all
fields are time independent. In this case
using conformal mapping of the half-band
on the half-plane, one may obt~~ an ex
pression for scalar and vector2 ) potenti-
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als respective~ inside the vacuum chamber
of an accelerator in the form

~(x ,z ) ~~(X"~') In S dx'dz',

ch ~ (x - x') + cos 1: (z + z')
S = -------------

ch I (x - x') + cos f (z - z')
(4)

A(x,z) sf>...fj"j(X' ,z') In G dx' dz' ,

G lC (sin! z· - ch T (x - X' )sin pZ)2 +
q q q

+ sh 2 ! (x - x') cos 2 7l z ,
q q

where A is the vector potential component
along the axis of the beam, coordinates
x,x' and z,z' are calculated from the axis
of the beam in the horizontal and vertical
directions respectively; q is the separa
tion be~een magnetic poles; h is the ver
tical aperture of the vacuum chamber. The
coefficients of proportionality in expres
sions (.1) 27i.fJ (1 -E) and - 27ijO (1 - b)
are equal to the derivatives

~=
8x

respectively. (For the sake of convenience
differentiation is performed in the~in~~g

rals (4) in calculating aErlJx and dH.,.l;x
and then :L~tting XzO, zsO. J The constants

C and b- are then determined. In the
three special cases of practical interest
calculations are performed.

}.1 Circular beam

In the case of a cirCUlar beam of ra
dius r«. h and of uniform density we have

The focusing in the radial direction begins
from a= 1.? for the beam dimension
r/h = r/q = 0.3.

}.2 Elliptical beam

In the case of an elliptical beam of
major radius ax and minor radius az

(ax«h, az<.<.h) of uniform density we have

ell: 7!- axaz ax - az
-~ + (6)6 h ax + az

S=- 7i2 ¥z Sx - 8Z-- -~ +
:3 q ax + 8 Z

In this case it is worth while to present
coefficients c and 0' in the form
e =c' + C ' " 0' = 0' + 0". The coeffici

ents E' and 0' are due to the presence
of the medium. and the coefficients e" and
0' , are due to the non-circular form of

the beam. It is obvious for a circular
beam that we obtain E t. III: 0" = O. For an
elliptical beam a sim~le calculation gives
£ " • 0" = (ax - az)/(ax + az). For el
liptical beam ax";:? az the self-focusing in
the radial directions begins at a ~ower

energy than tn.at in the case of a circular
beam.

3.3 Rectangular beam

In the case of a rectangular beam of
dimensions 8v and az (az • h = q large
beam) and o:f:"uniform. density we have

4 . #1% -1 ~E:: 1 - - arctg (sh -) ,0 =- 1
77 2h

(7)
If ax z 2h the self-focusing of the par
ticles in the radial direction begins for't ~ 1. (53 :: O. 24) •

4. Conclusion

Thus, the effect of self-focusing in
higher current beams may have significant
influence on particle dynamics in a cyclic
accelerator. Moreover, this effect may be
used in designing beam tr~~port systems as
was indicated in reference J.
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